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1. Introduction

Ball and roller bearing, also known as rolling bearing are engineering 
components that are frequently used in rotating machinery where 
they function primarily as a support system (Sharma et al., 2018, 
Sharma et al.). Rolling components are designed to pose high 
carrying capacity, high strength and low-frictional properties 
which enable them to serve different engineering purposes 
(Sharma et al.). Thus, they are utilized in applications that require 
rotational motion or a component revolving around a shaft in a 
simple industrial or machinery device. An example of a simple 
industrial and commercial application of bearing includes electric 
motors, bicycles, wheels, and roller skates (Ricci, 2010). Similarly, 
they are utilized in complex engineering machinery applications 
such as gyroscopes, aircraft/power generation gas turbines, 
dental drills, power transmission and rolling drills (Ricci, 2010). 
Due to the conditions of application of roller bearings (exposure 
to cyclic loading), they often experience engineering failure as 
a result of different thermo-mechanical reasons. Among these 
are inherent materials defects developed during fabrication, 
working conditions, heat generation, high contact/Hertzian stress 
development and vibration (Ricci, 2010). More often, engineering 
failure due to bearing collapse mostly lead to breakdown and 
sometimes catastrophic failure of the equipment. Several bearings 
are available in the market, and radial bearings are considered 
one of the most important components in industrial applications 
because they are suitable and easily adaptable in various machinery 
(Shao et al.). Other types of bearing used in machinery include 
thrust bearings, spherical bearings, cylindrical roller bearings 
and tapered roller bearings (Upadhyay et al., 2013). Of all these 
bearings, a cylindrical roller bearing of the same size as the other 

bearings has a higher load-bearing capacity, as such, it is frequently 
used in moderate speed and heavy-duty applications (Sehgal et al., 
2000, Upadhyay et al., 2013).

In addition, cylindrical roller bearings come in different sizes and 
types, thus, they are versatile in their applications (Sehgal et al., 
2000). They are designed such that the rollers are guided by the side 
of one of the rings, and are easily removable due to the presence of 
ring collar and cage. This type of design usually eases the mounting 
and dismounting of bearings, especially in applications that require 
tight-fitting of both rings because of the loading conditions. The 
importance of bearings cannot be overemphasized because they are 
designed to poses high strength properties, withstand high complex 
loadings and function in high-cost machinery (Sehgal et al., 2000). 
Thus, they have received remarkable attention that encourages the 
manufacturing of durable and long-life span bearings.

Based on the understanding that bearings are critical components 
of high-speed precision ball–screw systems, the smooth operations 
of machinery depends on them. There exist several connections 
that support the roller bearings during operations, most notable 
are the interfaces between the connecting shaft and bearing and 
bearing cage support (Deng et al., 2014). Contact friction at the 
connection point or joints is developed between two surfaces in 
contact regardless of the amount of pressure exacted between them. 
Consequently, the activities of friction generate heat, which results 
in a rise in temperature, an event that is detrimental to the structural 
and material properties of the bearing. The increase in temperature 
experienced during operation often lead to overheating of the 
coolant, and the occurrence of mechanical micro-deformations 
(Reddy, 2015). Hence, the development of high temperature during 
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the operation of a roller bearing leads to overheating, a process 
that significantly influences the thermal behaviour of the bearing 
system (Reddy, 2015).

To comprehend and hereafter explain the thermo-mechanical 
behaviour of roller bearing due to operating conditions, numerous 
studies and approaches have been implemented theoretically 
and experimentally (Reddy, 2015). Nevertheless, experimental 
methods are quite expensive and are often hindered by various 
unpredictable factors (Shao et al.). Hence, different researchers 
have conducted several theoretical analyses in order to establish 
the dynamic behaviour of bearing systems, and considerations 
were given to operating conditions and inherent defects in the 
materials (Shao et al.).

Therefore, this study attempted to investigate the influence 
of operating speeds on the thermo-mechanical behaviour of a 
defect-free cylindrical roller bearing using finite element analysis 
software, Abaqus.  

2. Dynamic loading and heat generation in 
bearings

When a bearing is subjected to dynamic loading during operation, 
heat is often generated due to the friction between two or more 
components of the bearing (Petrov and Lavrentyev, 2019). The 
dynamic loading and heat generated in the different components of 
a roller bearing are presented in subsequent subsections. 

2.1 Loading of bearings

In the event where the size of bearings used in a component is been 
determined with other factors rather than load, the loading of such 
bearing is done based on its size and load-carrying capacity. If very 
light loads are applied on a bearing, failure due to fatigue becomes 
less prevalent, while raceways skidding or smearing and cage 
damage appear to be the dominant failure mechanisms. Therefore, 
a minimum load must always be applied on a roller bearing if a 
satisfactory operating condition must be attained. For a bearing 
with spherical balls, the minimum loads it must be subjected to is 
given as: Pm=0.01C while for bearings with cylindrical balls, the 
minimum load is given as: Pm=0.02C. 

where Pm is the minimum load a bearing must be subjected to (kN), 
C represents the basic static load rating (kN).

2.2 Lifespan of bearing

The appropriate estimation of the useful life of bearing under 
specified service operation is paramount as it allows for the timely 
replacement of failing components. To accurately estimate the 
hours or number of cycles a bearing would survive before failure, 
resulting from fatigue, the equivalent dynamic radial loading of 
such bearing must be known as the value account for both the axial 
and radial stresses. For a loaded bearing acted upon simultaneously 
by an axial load (Fa) and a radial load (Fr) that has a fixed magnitude 
and direction, the equivalent dynamic load P can be estimated as 
follow:

P=XFr+YFa     (1)

where P represents the bearing’s equivalent dynamic load (kN), Fr 

represents the axial load (kN), Fa represents the radial load in (KN), 
and the radial and axial loading factors are represented by X and 
Y respectively.

For bearings like needle roller thrust bearing, thrust ball bearings, 
cylindrical bearings etc, allow only axial loads. Thus, a simplified 
dynamic load is obtained provided that the load acts centrically, 
and the equivalent dynamic load is given as:

P=Fa      (2)

2.3 Analysis of bearing motion

If a spherical bearing is loaded radially, and the inner ring rotates 
at an angular velocity ωi, causing the cage and cylindrical balls to 
rotate at an angular velocity ωc about the axis of rotation, and the 
cylindrical balls revolving along their axis at an angular velocity 
ωr.

Since roller bearings are frequently used in heavy load and low-
speed applications, the skid between the raceways and rollers are 
often negligible, and the roller-raceway relationship is assumed 
to be pure rolling (Deng et al., 2014, Ma et al., 2016). Therefore, 
the roller-inner raceway and roller-outer raceway average linear 
velocity can be expressed as follows (Ma et al., 2016):
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For Z roller-cage pocket contacts, the total heat generation rate is 
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3.0 FE model and analysis 3. FE model and analysis

Finite element (FE) analysis software, Abaqus was used in this 
study to develop the model, and also determine the effect of 
operational/rotational speed of the thermo-mechanical behaviour 
of the cylindrical roller bearing. 

3.1 Model development

A cylindrical roller bearing with 13 cylindrical balls, inner ring, 
outer ring and the pin-type cage was developed using finite element 
analysis software, Abaqus (Systemes, 2013, Ogunbiyi et al.). The 
inner, outer ring and cylindrical balls are made of martensitic 
stainless steel such as X20 (Noury and Eriksson, 2017) because 
of their high strength and excellent creep resistance at high 
temperature, while the pin-typed cage is made of a lightweight 
material, polyamide 66 also known as Nylon (SKF-Group, 2019), 
since the primary function of the cage is to prevent the balls from 
having direct contact with one another during operation. Figure 1 
illustrates the parts and assembly model of the roller bearing while 
Table 1 shows the dimensions of the inner, outer ring, cage and 
cylindrical balls.

X20 martensitic stainless steel material properties used for the 
fabrication of the inner, outer ring, cylindrical bearing, and the 
polyamide 66 used for the cage is depicted in Table 2.

Table 2: Material properties for components of the cylindrical 
roller ball bearing (Salifu et al., 2020f, Salifu et al., 2020e, 
Salifu et al., 2020a, Hlebanja et al.).

Material properties Polyamide 
(Cage) X20 steel

Density (kg/m3) 1 310 7 800
Elasticity (GPa) 2.95 200
Poisson’s ratio 0.41 0.28
Specific heat capacity (J/kgK) 1 680 46
Thermal expansion 6.60 1.00
Thermal conductivity (W/m2) 0.25 28.00

In order to keep the balls, cage, inner and outer ring in contact, 
appropriate coupling interaction with a general coefficient of 
friction of 0.02 was applied on the assembly. Furthermore, dynamic 
explicit step was applied in the analysis and mechanical boundary 
conditions were applied to the assembly such that it can undergo 
displacement and rotation as depicted in Figure 2. In the applied 

Figure 1: Parts and assembly model of roller bearing

Table 1: Dimensions of components of the cylindrical roller bearing (Mashiyane et al., 2021, Mashiyane et al., 2022)
Outer ring 

(mm)
Inner ring 

(mm)
Cage
(mm)

Cylindrical ball (mm)

Diameter
Height

Diameter
Height

Diameter
Height Diameter Height

Internal External Internal External Internal External

91.4 110.0 27.0 50.0 65.0 24.0 71.5 87.5 24.0 14.5 16.0
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mechanical boundary conditions, the outer ring is fixed while the 
inner ring, balls and cage are allowed to undergo displacement 
in Ux, Uy and Uz direction, and rotation in the URx, URy and URz 
direction. The inner ring is subjected a fixed body load of 160 kN 
while the cylindrical balls and inner ring are subjected to three 
different angular velocities, (157, 300 and 503 rad/s). 

The bearing assembly has a total of 83 230 linear hexagonal 
elements of type C3D8T consisting of 105 285 nodes. 5 2508 of 
the total elements is from the inner ring, 26 688 is from the cage, 9 
734 is from the outer ring while the 13 cylindrical balls have a total 
of 41 600 elements. After conducting mesh convergence studies 
(Salifu et al., 2019, Salifu et al., 2020b, Salifu et al., 2020f, Salifu 
et al., 2020d, Salifu et al., 2020c, Salifu et al., 2021, Babalola et al., 
2020) as depicted in Figure 3, the cylindrical balls and the cage 
were meshed with 1 mm mesh size while the outer and inner ring 
were meshed with 2 mm mesh size. The use of 1 mm mesh size for 
the entire component of the bearing would produce a similar result 
but at a prolonged computational time. Thus, the use of 2 mm mesh 
size for the bigger components (inner and outer ring). The parts and 
assembly mesh of the roller bearing after applying the above mesh 
sizes is shown in Figure 4.

4. Results and discussions

Due to friction between the surfaces in contact in the cylindrical 
roller bearing, the temperature developed in the bearing was 
observed to increase with an increase in operational speed. 
Depicted in Figure 5 is the contour plot of the temperature 
distribution profile obtained when the roller bearing is subjected to 
an operational speed of 157, 300 and 503 rad/s, respectively while 
the plot of their corresponding heat flux is shown in Figure 6.  

The temperature distribution profile of the three operational speeds 
considered shows that the maximum temperature is developed 

Figure 2: Mechanical boundary conditions applied

Figure 3: Mesh convergency study graph

Figure 4: Part and assembly mesh of cylindrical roller 
bearing  

Figure 5: Temperature distribution profile of the different operating speeds
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Figure 6: Contour plot of the heat flux developed for the different operating speeds

Figure 7: Stress distribution profile contour plot for the different operating speeds
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on the tip of the cylindrical bearing, where there is possible 
contact between the balls and the inner ring. Furthermore, the 
developed temperature was observed to increase with an increase 
in operational/rotational speed such that the analysis with an 
operational speed of 157 rad/s developed the least temperature 
(45.77 ℃), while the analysis with an operational speed of 503 
rad/s developed the highest temperature (188.6 ℃) under the same 
operating time. Hence, it is worth noting that a slight increase in the 
operating/rotational speed has a significant effect on the value of 
temperature developed in the assembly, since the contact between 
the rotating components of the assembly, due to friction leads to a 
rise in temperature, thermal expansion and possible stiffness of the 
bearing during operation (Venkatesh and Prasad, 2017).

Similarly, the heat flux developed across the different components 
the roller bearing is made of was observed to increase with an 
increase in the operating speed. As expected, the least heat flux was 
developed on the cage, since it is the only non-metallic component 
in the assembly with the least interaction during operation in the 
entire assembly. 

Just like the temperature and heat flux distribution profile, the 
contact stress, also known as Hertzian stress developed in the roller 
bearing assembly increases with an increase in operating/rotating 
as depicted in Figure 7. From the figure, the maximum Hertzian 
stress in the three operating speeds considered was developed 
on the outer ring, at the points of contact between the cylindrical 
balls and the outer ring. The maximum contact or Hertzian stress 
developed for analysis with 157, 300 and 503 rad/s are 682.4, 896.6 
and 982.3 MPa, respectively. Furthermore, the least stress was 
developed on the cage due to its minimal interference in the whole 
process as compared to the other components. A similar result was 
reported by Pușcașu et al. (2017), where the maximum Hertzian 
stress in the bearing assembly was developed on the outer ring.

The value of the Hertzian or contact stress developed in the roller 
bearing when subjected to the different operating speed/rotation 
shows that the analysis with the highest operating speed (503 rad/s) 
developed tend to fail quicker than the ones with lesser operating/

rotating speed, and the failure would emanate from the outer ring 
(point of contact between the outer ring and the cylindrical balls).

Due to the contact between the parts that make up the roller bearing 
assembly, frictional energy is developed during operation. Depicted 
in Figure 8 is a plot of the frictional energy developed in the roller 
bearings under the different operating/rotating speeds. Just like 
the results obtained from the other analysis, the frictional energy 
increases with an increase in the operating/rotational speed. The 
increasing values of the frictional energy with operating/rotating 
speed and time is a direct result of the thermal expansion of the 
components that makes up the bearing during operation, and this in 
return leads to stiffness (Venkatesh and Prasad, 2017).

Conclusion

The FE analysis results obtained in this study when the roller 
bearing was subjected to different operating speeds show that 
the temperature, heat flux, Hertzian stress and frictional energy 
increases with an increase in operating/ rotating speed, such 
that the maximum temperature was developed at the tip of the 
cylindrical bearings (at the point of contact between the balls and 
the inner ring), while the maximum Hertzian stress was developed 
on the point of contact between the balls and the outer ring. Hence, 
the outer ring is most more prone to failure in the entire bearing 
assembly since the highest Hertzian stress was developed on this 
component during operation.

Also, the study shows that the operational/rotating speed of a roller 
bearing during service plays a greater role in the temperature, heat 
flux, Hertzian stress and frictional energy developed in components 
because the higher the operational/rotational speed, the higher the 
value of the Hertzian stress developed, and the faster the likelihood 
of failure of the components of the bearing.

Finally, the use of this FE technique allows for the early 
identification of the components of the bearing that is most prone 
to failure when subjected to different operating speeds.
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